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Abstract

Introduction

Sur face studi es ca n be ca rri ed out with a sca nnin g electron
microsco pe (SEM) having an ultra high vac uum specim en
chamber. The main application of this SEM was the micro Auger
analysis, but it is also interesting to co mbin e the usual surfa ce
study tec hniqu e with SEM obse rvations. Indeed , these latter
give valuable information about the topogra phi c, chemica l and
crystallographic aspects of the surface when the secondary, backscattered and transmission SEM modes are used . The SEM perform ances are increase d by the use of a field emiss ion gun , the
high bri ghtness beam of thi s gun gives new observation
poss ibiliti es such as the imaging of crysta llogra phic defects on
solid sa mpl es.

These last years, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has profited by two important improvements: ultra high vacuum (UHV )
specimen chambers allow one to perform surface studies and field
emission (FE ) guns which give a higher beam brightness and
thus allow new possibilities of observation (Chri stou, 1Cf77
; Hem bree and Cowley, 1Cf79
; Todd et al. , 1Cf79
; Venables et al. , 1980 ;
lchinokawa et al. , 1984) . The main interest of UHV-SEM in
surface studies is that it allows Auger analysis on small a reas
with an addition al electron-sp ectrom eter. It is also advantageous
to combin e the usual surfa ce investigations (AES , XPS , UPS ,
RHEED, LEED .. .) with SEM observation s. The specim en
must stay in high vacuum. Th ese techniqu es must then be ca rried out in situ. The spec imen chamber is often not large enough
so a supplementar y co upled UHV chamber is needed . Th ese
chambers must be equipp ed with spec imen preparation facilities
e.g., ionic bombardment, specimen heating, fracture attachm ent ,
gas introduction dev ice , evaporating system . ...
The two ma in tec hnical problems which occ ur in anal ytica l
studi es w ith UHV-FE -SEM are on one hand , des ign of ba king
compone nts and on the other hand the field emission stabilit y.
We have reso lved thi s probl em by heating the tip durin g emi ssion to avoid the drift of the emission current over a long period ,
and the residual fluctuati ons are corrected on the detected signals
by dividing these signals by a signal co llected on the obje ctive
apertur e. T his so lution g ives an effective stabilit y better than
one per ce nt . Another meth od is to stabilize the emission by
controlling the extrac ting volta ge appli ed to the tip dr iven by
the signal apertur e. Th e beam stabilit y is then as low as 0.2 per
cent, but the variations of the extractive voltage lead to a defocus
in the final spot. Thu s thi s tec hniqu e ca n be used only for nonfocus analys is.

Key word s: Sur face study, micro Auge r analysis, ult ra high
vacuum , scanning electron microsco py, ultra high vacuum SEM ,
field emiss ion gun , electron backsca ttered obse rvation, electron secondary observation , scannin g tran smiss io n electron
microscopy, Auger crystallin e effect, Auger analysis resolution ,
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In the present paper these SEM improvements are demonstrated with sur face results from a high ener gy UHV-FE-SEM
(H B 50 A V.G. Ltd.) and a low ener gy UHV-FE-SEM (des igne d
by the firm ISA-RIB E R). Four SEM modes are u sed:
a) the Auger mode to ge t chemical information; a field em ission gu n a llow s o ne to reduce the a nalyse d areas
b) the seco ndary mode , it gives essentia lly topograp hic and
chemica l contras ts; at hig h reso luti on the signa l to noise ratio
of the images is better wit h a field emiss ion gun
c) the backscattered mode, which gives crysta llograph ic investigations with the electron channe ling contrast and the RHEED
technique; by use of a fie ld emiss io n gun and by the filtering
of the backscattered electrons it is possible to observe indi vidu al
crysta llin e defects on so lid samp les .
d) the transmission mode, though the sur face preparations
are more difficult with a thin samp le , the Auger resolution is
improved by supp ressing backscattering effect and by using a
field em iss ion gun.

important (Fon tain e, 1979) . Figure I gives the minimum probe
diameter in terms of e lectron energy for thermoelectronic
ca thode LaB 6 and field emi ss ion g un. The values of the various
parameters for thi s ca lculati o n are given in Table I. The beam
cu rr en t is taken eq ual to IO nA , to ob ta in an Auger signa l wi th
an acceptable sign a l to noise ratio .
To com par e the anal ys is resolution of vario us probe formin g
systems we can suppose that the resolution is given by the
expressio n :

D

The resolution limit of secondary images for a vanishing ly
small beam cur rent (- I0- 11A , without FE gun ) is g iven by
cons ide rin g only the diffraction and the spherica l aberration of
the final lens (We lls, 1974a). For the Auger a nalysis which requires a higher beam current (1- 10 nA) the probe diameter
depends on the beam brightness, so an SEM wit h a field emis sion gun gives sma ller probe diamete rs in thi s beam curre nt
range.
Probe diameter is not the on ly parameter involved in deter mining resolution ; but it depends on the escape area of the back scatte red electrons (Mor in , 1985a). Indeed the contr ibuti on of
the backscattered electrons is not small compared with that of
the primary beam. Thus the resolution of the ana lysis also
depends on both the probe energy and the nature of the sample.
It is generally agreed that the square of the probe diamete r
(d~) is equal to the sum of squares of the aberration diameter s
with the square of the gaussia n diameter. This give s :
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Electron secondary SEM mode and Auger analysis
The use at the same time of secondary e lectrons observations
by Scanning E lectron Microscopy (SEM) and Auger E lectron
Spectroscopy (AES) is quite intere sting. SEM information is
almost indispensable to comp lete tho se given by AES . This information is essent ially intensity variation of the secondary yield
due to the topography , the chemical inhomogeneity or the variou s
sur face crysta llographic orientat ions of the samp le . They per mit one to local ize and sometimes to identify the analysis area ,
and a lso to back up AES inform at ion .
The observation of the roughness of a surface samp le, in the
resolution limit of SEM which is approx imate ly of the magnitude
of the e lectron beam on the surface samp le ca n inform on the
va lidit y of the AES measures (We hbi and Roq ues-Carmes ,
1984). For important roug h sur face the AES inten sity is lowered
down to 40 % wi th regard to a relatively smoo th surface (Ho lloway, 1975).
For high reso luti on Scanning Auger Electron Spectroscopy
(SAES), if the beam curr ent intensity is too low (1-10 nA) to have
a good Auger signal/ noise ratio to plot a chem ica l mapping
of the surface samp le , it is possible with SEM to show up

where f3o is the effective brightness at input of the optical
system ; e is the spread energy of the beam; Cs and C ch are the
spherica l and chromatic aberration coefficients ; ;>,._is the electron wave length ; E is the beam energy. There is an optimum
illumination ang le (2 a) giving a minimum probe size (Wells ,
1974b)
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where dR is the escape area diameter of the backscattered electrons; dR is taken equa l to the ha lf of the range R of the elec trons (Go ldst e in , 1975). From H ollid ay a nd Sternglass (1959):
R = 0.049 /pE 165 (µm) ; where pis is the volum etri c weight
(g/cm 3) and E is the beam ene rgy (keV) , dR is given in Figure
I as a function of beam energy for a copper target (copper having
an average density, p = 8. 93 g/cm 3) . Figure I shows that w ith
a low energy beam , it is probe size which determines ana lysis
resolution , and with a higher beam energy the resolution is given
by the escape area of the backscattered e lec trons.
Thus there is an opt imum beam ene rgy g ivi ng an optima l
ana lys is resolution in the range of I to 10 keV. We have built
an electrosta tic SEM with a fie ld em ission gun composed of
a sing le lens. The focal distance, dr , is 10 cm (Mo rin and
S im onde t , 1984). The probe size as a function of the beam
ene rgy has been es tab lished experime ntall y with a beam c ur rent of 10 nA , the results give a c ur ve (Fig. I) which complie s
with the law
dp = 0.37 E - o 7
The ana l sis resolution of this un ca n thus be written as above
D = (0.37 E - 07 ) 2 + (0.025 /pEl 65)2
D is minimum for Eopt = 2.7 p 0.4 3 (keV)
which gives
Dmin = 0.223 p - o 3 (µm)
Dmin and Eopt are represented in Fig. 2. The heavier the
material the better the resolution (for Au Dmin = 90 nm with
Eopt = 10 keV, and for Mg Dmin = 175 nm with Eopt = 3.3
keV).

Micro Auger mode

d~

= ✓ d~ + d~

j 1/4 (2)

5.4 10-s E - 1

For thermoelectronic or ca thode LaB 6 gun s, it is th e final len s
aberra tions w hich are predominant. The beam diameter w ill
be ca lcu lated using the aberrat io n coeffic ients of a magnetic lens
focusing the beam from a distance of about I cm. For a field
emission gun in the case of focusing I cm from the final lens ,
it is the first focusing le ns aberrat ions w hich are the most
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Fig. 1. Auger analysis resolution as a function of electron
energy with a 10 nA beam current for various gun types.

Table 1. Values used to calculate d5

(Wells, 1974a)
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An examp le of the complementarity of these two technique s
is the preparation and then the characterization of the InP (IOO)
surfa ce done in the HB 50 A of Vacuum Generator . It is a high
resolution SEM ( - 10 nm) with a field emissio n gun and AES
facilities. After introdu ction of the sa mpl e in the Ultra High
Vacuum (UHV) chamber of the SEM , a preparation is required
to remove the superficial contaminants (ma inly O and C). This
preparation consists in argon ion sputtering (I keV, 0.3µA /cm 2)
to clean the surface and in annealing to recrystallize the amorphou s zone created by argon bombarding. The annealing is carried out with a tungsten heater wire placed under the sample
holder , and the temperature is monitored using a platinum /
platinum rhodium thermocouple junction soldered on the sample hold er. The co mp ariso n between the Hp/ H 1n ratio , where
Hp and Hin are the heights of the phosphorus and indium peaks ,
measured by linear approximation of the high energy background
(Fig. 3) on the N(E) Auger spectra , of this surface and a clean
cleaved InP (llO) one (which is of stoichiometry 1/2, 1/2), reveals
a phosphorus rich surface. Several Hp/ H 1n ratios are given in

I
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Mg Al
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l0
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Fig. 2. Optimal analysis resolution (D,n;n)and beam energy
in terms of sample density for a field emission gun with a
focusing distance of 10 cm.
chemical contrast and then to do localized analysis on the different zones of the samp les. Thi s method can also be useful for
the ana lysis of samples sensitive to irradiation damage.
Crysta llographic contrast (Boiziau et al. , 1983) can also be
use ful to localize grain boundaries on polycrystalline samples ,
and then to analyze this area to detect possible segregation or
diffusion towards grain boundaries.
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Fig. 3. a) Auger peak of phosphorus on a clean cleaved InP
(110) surface

b) Auger peaks of Indium on a clean cleaved lnP (110)
surface,

Table 2. Hp/H1n ratio for different preparation processes.
The InP (100) sample has successively gone through the
5 processes.

et al. , 1984; Morin , 1985b). The RHEED observations reveal
the surface crystallization. The electron channeling imagin g is
a recent technique to observe crystallographic defect s. Together
with micro Auger analysis , it should permit determination of
the influence of the crystalline defects on the surface properties
(Morin et al., 1981).

Sample
InP(IOO)

lnP(IOO)

Preparation

H1,IH1n

cleavage

4.6

argon bomb ardin g
I keV, 0.3 µA cm - 2 , 3 min.

7.3

annealing at 150°C
10 min.
annealing at 200 °c
IO min.

Auger emission variation induced by channeling effect.
The interactions of the electron beam and emitted electrons
with the crystal are responsible for variations of the Auger signal.
Three main effects can modify this signal: (i) the anisotropy
of the Auger emission , (ii) the diffraction and channeling of
the Auger electrons and (iii) the diffraction and chann e ling of
the prob e durin g its penetration in the sam ple.
Usi ng the rocking beam method in a SEM HB 50 A , it is
possible to stud y only the third effect (Morin 1985b).
The channeling effec t occ ur s when a well collimated beam
is tilted near a Bragg position. The beam electrons are either
co ncentrated on the atomic planes or channeled betwe e n them
in respect to the sign of the angular variation from the Bragg
position. When the beam electrons are concentrated on the
atomic planes , the backscatt e red signal increase s (Morin , 1983);
in the same way, a similar modific ation of the Auger sig nal must
be expected due to the variation in the rate at which Auger vacancies are created.
The modification of the Auger pea k of the Silicon KLL tran sition is obtained by recording the peak derivative. The variation of the peak to peak height of the peak derivative is plott ed
in Fig. 5 as a function of the tilt angle; the beam rocks near
the axis 100 and describes line A of the electron channeling pattern (Figure 6). The Auger peak varies by a factor greater than
2, the channeling influence is thus considerable in these conditions. It is then indispensable to take into account this effect
for any quantitative approach .
Two effects contribute to the variation of the Auger peak: (i)
a direct beam effect; the Auger vacancy creation increases or
decreases according to whether the electrons are concentrated
on the atomic plan es or channeled between them , and (ii) an
indirect effect , the channeling phenomenon affects the number
of Auger electrons created by the backscattered electrons.
A contrast is defined from the maximum and minimum values
of the Auger signal (Imax and 1111;n respectively) according to the

6.5
6.7

annealing at 250 °C
10 min.

6.4

annea ling at 300 °C
10 min.

6.6

Table 2 for different conditions. However the SEM image
display s the presence of metallic indium cluster s (Fig. 4) of
which diameter and surface concentration are respectively about
100 nm and 0.2 % . A co ncentration of such a low magnitud e
could not have been displayed without the help of SEM. Surfac e
characterization techniques like Auger, UPS , XPS, RHEED ...
are inefficient to resolve thi s kind of problem , because they are
not sensitive enough.

Backscattered electron SEM mode and Auger analysis
The main use of back sca ttered electrons in SEM is to obtain
topographic and chemical contrast. But it is more advisable to
use secondary electrons in surface study as resolution is better
and analysis depth thinner. Therefore , when selecting low-loss
backscattered electrons by energy filtering , the resolution improves so that surface study becomes possible (Wells , 1974c;
Christou , 1977).
A more specific use of the backscattered signal is to perform
crystallographic observations. The electron channeling pattern s
give the lattice orientation and the crystalline quality (Pitaval ,
1979). For quantitative Auger analysis, the crystallographic orientation is important as in some cases, the channeling effect is
responsible for a large change in Auger emission (see e.g. Bishop
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Fig. 4. SEM image of the lnP (100)surface after argon bombarding (1 keV, 0.3 µA cm - 2 , 3 minutes) and successive annealings of 10 minutes at 150, 200, 250 and 300 °C.
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Fig. 5. Silicon KLL Auger peak height as a function of the
tilt angle of th e beam near the 100 dire ction.
Table 3. Ca lculated contrasts of Auger peak KLL and LVV
as a function of beam energy.
Beam
energy
keV

Fig. 6. Elect ron channellin g patterns near the 100 silicon
axis.
C

CK

LL

CL V V

10

0.7 1

0.0 17

20

0 .56

0.009

30

0.47

0.006 1

40

0.40

0 .0047

50

0.36

0.0038

60

0.32

0.0033

chann eling state of the beam :

C=

0 .2

l max -

l min

(4)

I mean

The contrast of the dir ect effect has been ca lculated elsew here
(Morin , 1985b) by the dynami cal theory in the two wave approximation:
0. 1

Cj =

µ1I µ~A /( l

with A

2

= 2·J2

+A 2)

(5)

1r)·,.J
l~g

and µj are the no rmal and abnorm al absorption coeffic ients
of intera~tion with the shell j electron s.
is the inelastic mean free path of the Auger electron or iginat ed in the ionization of she ll j.
~o is the extincti on distance.
.
.
~It has bee n establi shed (Mor in , 1985b) that the ratio
I
is close to I for the silicon core electrons and for the reflection
220. The ca lculated co ntra sts due to dir ect effec t, for silico n

µj

t-i
10

20

30

40

50

60

E ( keV )

µ1 µ~

Fig. 7. Contrast of the Auger peak KLL of Si (A) and of
background below this peak (B) as a function of the beam
energy.
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A). A high voltage half-cylindrical mirror analyser was used
to filter backscattered e lec tro ns up to 60 keY. Figure IOexhib its
edges dislocations on a so lid sa mpl e of si licon.

KLL and LVY Auger peaks, as a function of beam energy are
g iven in Table 3. The mean free paths of Auger e lec tron s KLL
and LVV are taken as eq ua l to 4.8 nm and 0.4 nm respectively
(K lasso n et al. , 1974; Ley et a l. , 1979). When energy decreases,
the channe ling of the beam occurs closer to the sur face so th at
more Auger elec tron s are detected due to their low mean free
path , and the contrast is grea te r.
The contrast of the observed Auger signa l is shown in Figure
7 in terms of probe energy. T he indirect effec t must not be cance lled because the larger part of the Auger electrons is created
by backsca ttered electrons (ind irect effec t) especia lly with a high
energy probe . The influence of the channe ling effect on the backscattering can be shown by measuring the contrast correspo nding
to the varia tion of the background under the Auger peaks . This
co ntra st increases with the energy of the probe (Fig . 7) and varies
in the opposite way of the contrast due to the direct effect. It
is thus poss ible to exp la in the observation of a constant contrast
in terms of probe energy.

Transmission SEM mode and Auger analysis
Thin film or thin foil Auger ana lys is is the straightforward
method to reduc e the backscattered electro n (SSE) effec ts. The
first ex perime nts were ca rri ed out by Wiedmann a nd Seiler
(1977) ; Wittry (1980) suggested the use of thin films to imp rove
the minimum mass detection limit. Furthermore th e field emission gun permits improved sens itivi ty wi th thin samp les since
the detected volume percent varies as II.J/3((3: brightness of
the source). The elimin ation of BSE effects results in a decrease
of Auger peak intensity which is approxima tely com pensated
by the background reduction.
To detect an Auger peak of low inte nsity, it is necessary to
know the Auger peak height to background ratio (P A/ 8) var iation as a function of the primary energy. This permits one to
optimize the primary energy range for Auger electron exc itation. Furthermore, the Auger peak height must be three times
grea ter than the root mean square fluctuations in background.
Figure II gives the P A/ 8) variation as a function of the primary
energy for the 351-356 eY M 4_s VY Auger transitions of a 70
nm silver thin film. It must be noticed that optimizing the
PA/ 8) rat io requires prim ary energies higher than 7.5 keY, i.e. ,
U = Ep/ Ei < 20. The (P A/ 8) ratio is somew hat lower for thin
films than for bulk spec imens : this comes from the gene rat io n
eff icie ncy difference in Auger e lectron and seconda ry e lectron
emission. For high energy primary elec tron s, the ionization
cross-sect ion of Auger electrons is more important than the
secondary emission cross -section and conseq uently the bulk
samp le (PA/8) ratio is higher (Tholomier , 1986).
Thin film Auger analysis e limin ates the tail of the BSE distribution: so the spatial res olution is improved. Thi s tail is particularly important for low Z material s (near ly 2 X 20 µm at
50 keY for silicon with normal incidence) . It resu lts in a matrix
characterist ic Auger peak for localized analysis of islands on
a substrate . Generally speaking , it may produce parasitic peaks
which disturb the chemical ana lys is interpretation of the loca lized
defect. Expe rim enta l measures of spatia l reso lution for thin film
Auger ana lysis are very difficult. It requires a check sample
with a step like chemica l boundary. The "discontinuity w idth "
must be lower than the spot size of the field emission gun if
not , a broadening effect is produced due to the convo luti o n of
spot size and discontinuity width. When the used signal results
from the backward em itted Auger electro ns (reflected Auger
signa l) the broadening of the incident beam comes mainly from
inelastic scattering by s ingle-electron excitation. The corres ponding imp act parameter p may be determined by:

RHEED observations.
In a UHY-SEM , RHEED observations can be obtained by
adding a screen in the co lumn ax is: the RHEED patterns in
Figure 8 exhibit the sub-structure C(4 x 2) on the InP surface
( 100) after the clean ing process descr ibed above. The surface
struc tur e is determined with the beam parallel to the 110(Fig.
8a) and the 100 (Fig. 8b) directions as the RH EEO patterns show
respectively three and one supp leme ntary lines between the
matr ix lines.
RHEED patterns with a focus beam on a sma ll area can be
obtained due to the high brightness of the field emission gun.
According to Figure 9, the beam diameter d on the samp le can
be expressed as:

(6)
where 8 is the angular resolution ; 8

= ..!2..
(see
L

Fig . 9)

I is the beam intensity and (3 is the beam brightne ss.
In typical condi tions (I = 100 nA , (3 = 108 A cm - 2 sr - 1,
a = 10- 3 rad , for Ebcam = 30 keV) the beam diameter has a
val ue of 0.4 µ m with a spec imen tilt ang le of 89 °. The analyzed
area is quite a rectangle , 23 µm long and 0.4 µm wide. With
a thermoelectronic gun , the corresponding area would be 103
times larger.

Electron channeling imaging of crystalline defects.
Images of exte nded crysta lline defects beneath the surface of
solid samp les can be observed when using the low loss backscattered electron signal (Mor in et al. , 1979, 198 1). When a beam
of constan t incidence in Bragg position scans an imperfect crysta l
(containing a n edge dislocation for examp le) a channe ling contrast appears due to the bending of latt ice planes near the dislocat io n core which modifies th e diffracting condit io ns of the
beam. Thus we must expec t the same con tra st as in the e lectro n channeling patterns situation, whe re the beam diffracting
condit ions are modified by the rocki ng beam method. However,
to obse rve such a co ntra st , the beam must confo rm to ce rtain
condi tio ns (beam diameter - IO nm , illumination ang le 1.5
10- 2 rad, beam intensity -20 nA). So a high brightness is
needed (1.4 108 A cm - 2 sterad - 1). Such a high bri ghtn ess requires a field em iss io n gun . This technique has been ca rri ed
out in an ultra high vac uum scan ning mi crosco pe (Y.G. HB 50

P""'~

LiE

(7)

(LiE energy loss of the ionizing incident electron , v velocity
of the incident e lectron ). For the 350 eV M 4 ,s VY Auger line
exc ited by a 50 keY primary e lec tron beam , thi s broadening is
near 0.75 nm , thus it is sma ll in respect with the beam diameter
( - IO nm). The broadening by e lastic sca tterin g of th e incident
beam inside the sam ple does not matter for the reflected Auger
signa l.
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Fig. 8. RHEED patterns on an InP 100 surface
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Fig. 10. Edge dislocations on a solid sample of silicon.
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Applications of thin films Auger ana lysis come from the abi lity
to corre late STEM observations and chemi ca l analysis of localized defects. The STEM furnishes image with good spatia l
resolution and permits o ne to identify the crysta llin e nature of
the observed defects with co nventiona l methods (bright field/dark
field). Auger analysis permits o ne to determine the chemical
nature of the defects without matrix influence. The STEM micrograph (F igure 12a) shows disc-shaped precipitates in a Cr /Cu
alloy with 0.6 % chrom ium weight. Simultaneous observations
by SEM and STEM are possible. Chemica l analysis was realized on the C precipitate which is normal to the direction of
the incident beam: corresponding N(E) and dN(E) /dE spectra
on the precipitate and out of the precipitate are shown in Fig.
12b (Tho lom ier , 1986).
The use of FEG with high energy probes will permit an intere sting development of thin film Auger ana lysis.
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Conclusions
It has been found that the surface properties of materials depend on their topographic aspect , chemical nature , crysta llograp hic state . Thus for non-homogeneous samples a local charac terization is necessary. The various surface aspects can be investigated with good resolution by a UHV-FE-SEM with the
help of its observation modes (Auger , secondary , backscattered ,
transmission ... ). The tendency is then to carry out the sur face
experiments by con necting the usual su rface techniques around
the UHV-FE-SEM.
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Discussion with Reviewers
J.M. Cowley: On the assumption that your Figure 6 was obtained with secondary or backscattered electrons , it appears from
Figure 5 that an Auger channeling pattern would have much
poorer angular resolution. Why should this be so?
Authors: Figure 6 was obtained with backscattered electrons
and the corresponding Auger channeling pattern has poorer
angular resolution. The contrast interpretation is not easy. We
must take into account a lot of waves in dynamical theory due
to this crystallographic orientation and a thinner crystal layer
concerned by the Auger emission.
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